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More students
returning to
classrooms

Middle schools, high school begin hybrid
classes a year after pandemic closed buildings
to 3 feet in most classrooms. The change
will allow more students to attend at the
same time, rather than in hybrid (alternating) groups.
The district also is gauging interest
among families and students for creation
of an online academy, which would serve
as an option for students who do not want
to return for in-person learning. More
than 1,000 families indicated interest in
an online academy in a recent survey.
As COVID-19 transmission rates
declined, extracurricular activities and
athletics restarted. Advisers and coaches
welcomed back groups of students for
outside activities and athletic training.
Health and safety protocols were followed
by each group that met in person. State
and North Puget Sound League athletic
officials designed three limited sports seasons, which began in February. There will
be no state competition this school year in
any sport. A limited number of spectators
are being allowed at games. Live video
streaming of games is offered as an alternative to attending in person.
Use of school district facilities by outside

Tahoma High School students return to in-person learning.
groups was suspended indefinitely in
March 2020, but now is beginning to
reopen to groups that traditionally use
playfields and other outside facilities.
As conditions allow, the district also will
begin reopening indoor spaces to nonschool groups.
A return next fall to more in-person
learning and activities is expected to
reverse a one-year enrollment decline.
Overall enrollment fell by more than
500 students this year, compared to
pre-pandemic attendance data. A March
18 report to the School Board by demographer William Kendrick, Ph.D.,
projects that Tahoma is likely to return to
pre-pandemic enrollment levels over the
next year.
Kendrick told the School Board that all
Puget Sound area school districts lost en-

rollment over the past year, due to changes in response to COVID-19. Tahoma’s
current enrollment is about 4.9% less than
in the 2019-2020 school year, compared
to the King County school district average
of a 3.3% reduction. Most of Tahoma’s
enrollment decline occurred in grades kindergarten-5. (See related budget story,
Page 3.)
“The pandemic and the lack of in-person
schooling had a severe effect on elementary learning,” Kendrick said.
In forecasting enrollment through 2030,
Kendrick offered low, medium and high
forecasts. The low growth forecast pegs
overall district enrollment at about 9,000
students in 2030, compared to 8,400 now.
The medium projection is for 9,800 students; the high range estimates there will
be 10,500 enrolled.
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A

little more than a year after the
COVID-19 pandemic closed
schools to in-person learning, the
majority of Tahoma School District students are back in classrooms as part of the
district’s hybrid learning plan.
Most middle school and high school
students returned to school in late March
and April (see related stories, Page 2);
grades kindergarten through five came
back to school in early February. All
students and staff are following health
and safety protocols at each school that
include physical distancing of at least 6
feet, frequent hand-washing, mandatory
face masks, and daily health checks.
About one-third of students will continue
in remote learning through the end of the
school year.
The school district is beginning to plan for
next fall, when in-person classes will more
closely resemble how they looked prior to
the pandemic. A recent recommendation
by the federal Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, which was adopted by the
state Department of Health, reduces physical distancing among students from 6 feet
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High school students happy to be back

Bear Metal makes adjustments, resumes robotics competition
Bear Metal’s robotics season was in full swing last
spring, until the pandemic closed schools. The FIRST
Robotics organization canceled competitions the day
before the Bears’ first match, and Tahoma High School
robotics team members were forced to leave the shop so
abruptly that they didn’t have time to disassemble their
robot, sort parts or prepare for their return.
A year later, the Bears are back in the shop, following
all the necessary COVID-19 protocols, and very happy
to be building, creating and tackling challenges together. “We’re ecstatic. We’re excited that we can be here,”
adviser Darren Collins said.
The team is bringing in alternating cohorts of students,
and have specific groups that work in the shop and other
groups that work out in one of the outbuildings near the
athletic fields. Many of the team’s designers work from
home.
They are nearing the end of the fabrication stage, machining a handful of final pieces. The rest of the robot
has been assembled and is being refined. Bear Metal
has already submitted their entries for the Game Design
Challenge and the Innovation Challenge. In the coming
weeks, they’ll submit additional demonstrations via video. Then, they’ll wait to find out how they fared.
This year’s robot, “Bear2-D2,” is lighter and more
efficient than last year’s, which was heavier and built for
defense, with some added elements that were specific to
last year’s challenge.
In a typical year, Tahoma’s team tests their mettle at local events that include 30 to 40 teams. Usually the top 64
teams proceed to the Pacific Northwest Championships,

Cara Lisy, front, a member of the Bear Metal Programming subteam, and senior Joshua Brown, lead
programmer and team driver, work on “Bear2-D2”
recently.
and then the top teams move on to the World Championships.
This year, the FIRST organization not only adjusted
the structure of competition, but also themed the annual challenge based on the circumstances. It’s dubbed

the “INFINITE RECHARGE at Home,” and calls for
a 12-minute virtual presentation to judges, as well as a
skills competition where teams demonstrate what their
robots and drivers can do during a series of challenges.
They will be competing virtually with teams from around
the world.
The other two virtually based competitions that are
judged against global competition are Game Design
Challenge and FIRST Innovation Challenge. The Game
Design Challenge asks teams to create their own FRC
game and compete against 25-30 other teams globally
for judged awards and an opportunity to share their game
idea with FIRST Robotics Competition game designers.
The second is the Innovation Challenge, in which teams
identify a real world global issue and develop an innovative solution. The in-person Pacfic Northwest Championships and World Championships have been canceled for
this year.
On one recent afternoon, junior Alex Brown was working on organizing pieces and parts in the shop, and said
he is grateful for the chance to be there in person. “It’s
definitely different. It’s nice to talk to my friends and get
some hands-on building, because at home, it’s just not the
same,” Brown said.
In the adjacent fabrication shop, junior Daniel Dimascio was working on the computerized milling machine
to create parts. The students learn how to program the
path for the machine to follow when it mills the pieces. “I really like it,” Dimascio said. “(The shop) was a
place I really liked to be. I came here every day during
build season.”

Auto technology students tune up skills in person again
Advanced automotive technology students were among the first students to return to in-person learning at Tahoma High
School. Their experiences helped administrators as plans were created to bring back
hundreds of students on April 12.
The automotive technology students follow district safety protocols by working in
the same pairs each time, at the same stations each time, wearing masks and maintaining social distancing. Similar to other
students attending for in-person learning,
activities and athletics in the district, auto
shop students’ guardians complete a daily
health screening each day to check for
COVID-19 symptoms or exposure.
The class has 23 students, and they are attending the high school on an A/B schedule, with about half attending one day
and the other half attending the next day.
Wednesdays are remote learning days for
all students. When students are at home,
they’re logged in on Zoom, working on
textbook-based and other assignments.
Bringing back the advanced automotive

technology students before most others
was possible because it is the only class
with a double block. Combining two periods made it possible for the students to be
in the building for the block classes and
still get home in time to virtually attend
their other classes.
During remote learning, teacher Geoffrey
Fiorito taught students the required safety
training, how to inspect cars at home and
asked them to research projects to “teach
the teacher” in a presentation.
On one recent morning in the shop, students were working on small gas engines,
learning to take them apart, clean them,
fix anything in need of repair and reassemble them.
“I’m excited just to be here,” said senior
Aiden Markus, who said she is looking
forward to being back in the building for
more hybrid classes.”
Hunter Barfield, also a senior, said that
although remote classes were convenient,
it feels “awesome” to be back and see his
classmates.

Senior Hunter Barfield works on his small gas engine project in the Tahoma
High School auto shop recently.
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Cafe participants help district with ‘bold’ goals

About 170 students, guardians, staff and community members gathered virtually on Feb. 3 for the 2025 Cafe, to talk
about the district’s goals for the next five years.
“This is a special evening,” School Board President Katrina
Montgomery said. “Tonight, we will gaze into the future and
begin talking about how we can sharpen our focus to guide
and support our students. Our work will help shape the school
district’s mission over the next five years and beyond.”
Executive Director of Teaching and Learning Dawn Wakeley asked participants to think not just big, but to shoot for
the moon in support of Tahoma students. At the opening of
the meeting, attendees watched a video about “Moonshot
thinking,” as inspiration. “As we think about what we want
to accomplish for our system … we want to think boldly
tonight,” Wakeley said.
The evening’s conversations centered around the four areas
most important for student success and most in need of improvement, as identified by Tahoma students, families, staff
and community members during a survey at the end of 2020.
Those areas are: Mental health support for students; student
& staff experiences regarding cultural understanding, diversity and equity; school climate and culture to build healthy
relationships and effective collaboration and partnership;
high expectations for student growth and academic success.
A fifth area, community partnership, was added after the
cafe. A focus group of community members, staff and students was created to explore partnership ideas.
Each participant identified which topic was their first area
of interest and were assigned to Zoom breakout rooms,
where they discussed “What’s the future that we want to
create” for Tahoma students, and, in order to get there, what
should the district hold onto, and what should be changed.”
The ideas, strategies and thoughts shared at the cafe will
be used to refine the district’s goals and targets for the next
five years.

A graphic artist captured the big ideas generated during the 2025 Cafe.

Early budget forecast: enrollment rising, local funding decreasing
Like other public school districts, most of
Tahoma’s budget revenue is from state funding that is based on enrollment. During a
School Board work-study meeting on March
30, Assistant Superintendent Lori Cloud reviewed information from demographer William Kendrick that shows districts throughout the region lost enrollment -- and revenue
-- as a result of the coronavirus pandemic.
Kendrick’s demographic report projects that
Tahoma School District will regain most or
all of its enrollment loss in the 2021-2022
school year.
The report offers low, medium, and high
range estimates of future enrollment, which
the district uses to estimate how many teachers and support staff will be needed. Cloud
asked the School Board to discuss which
of the estimates it would recommend using
as part of the budget process. Each board
member said they prefer the medium estimate, which projects enrollment increasing
by about 479 students next year. That would
bring Tahoma’s enrollment to 8,654 fulltime equivalent (FTE) students. FTE is used

for budgeting, because it reflects the actual
number of hours students receive instruction,
rather than “head count,” which measures
the total number of students, regardless of
whether they attend full time.
When this year’s enrollment fell short of
projections, the district used some of its fund
balance reserve to meet expenses.
Another major source of funding for the
district comes from local levies. Voters approved two levies in 2020: an Educational
Programs and Operations levy and a Technology levy. Property owners will see those
levies for the first time on this spring’s property tax statements. The district set a maximum dollar amount for each levy collection
and, prior to the Feb. 11, 2020 election, explained the estimated cost to property owners. The EP&O levy was estimated to cost
$2 per $1,000 of assessed valuation to collect
$16.4 million; the Tech levy was estimated
at 47 cents per $1,000 of assessed valuation
to collect $3.9 million. The levy amounts
and rates were calculated according to estimated total assessed valuation of property in

School year
2020-2021
2021-2022
2022-2023
2023-2024
Total

Technology levy
-$115,053
-$257,825
-$351,873
-$515,550
-$1,240,300

EP&O levy
-$388,124
-$927,666
-$1,500,166
-$2,330,236
-$5,191,192

Lower than expected property values will reduce revenue from local levies.
the school district. Actual value is lower than
estimated, which means the district will collect less money than expected if it uses the
tax rates that were advertised to voters. Over
four school years, the district would collect
about $1.2 million less for technology and
$5.2 million less for operations.
Cloud explained that the district could raise
the collection rate in order to receive the full
amount of local property taxes that voters
approved. After discussion, School Board
members said they agree with a recommen-

dation by Superintendent Mike Hanson to
keep property tax rates that were advertised
to voters, even if it means the district will collect less money.
Cloud told the School Board that the impact of reduced funding from local levies
will require use of the fund balance reserve
to supplement state, local and federal funding. She said there will be a need to adjust
revenue and spending in future years in order
to balance the budget and avoid exhausting
the fund balance reserve.
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Nurses play key role as students return
Editor’s note: This is the first in an occasional series that will highlight different
teams from throughout the district, and
their contributions to the day-to-day operations of Tahoma as well as since the pandemic began.
In a “normal” year, the nurse’s office at
any Tahoma building is often a busy place.
Our nurses help diabetic students, administer medication, oversee health plans, treat
injuries and soothe students who aren’t
feeling well until their parents arrive to
take them home. In the past year, Tahoma’s
nurses have weathered a vast change in
duties and increased workload. They have
helped lead the district’s development of
protocols and procedures to help keep students and staff safe, and at the same time
cared for students who were attending for
in-person instruction as well as conducting
contact tracing each time a new positive
COVID-19 case is reported among students and staff.
“I’ve never felt more like Gumby in my
20 years of nursing,” said Angie Post, the
nurse at Rock Creek Elementary School.
“A favorite phrase around here is, ‘Let’s cc
Nurse Angie on that’ or ‘Let’s ask Nurse
Angie’ or ‘We need to loop Nurse Angie in
on this.” Because there are added processes, procedures, paperwork and other duties
this year, Post said that she feels like she is
spending much of her time responding to
emails and on the phone rather than directly working with students, which is usually
her favorite part of the job.
She estimates that at the beginning of the
year when there were a handful of students
in the building for special services, she
spent about half her time on regular duties
such as Individualized Health Plans, Medical 504 Plans and providing health condi-

News briefs
Henkel won’t seek reelection

Rock Creek Elementary School Nurse Angie Post applies a bandage.
tion lists to teachers. Since hybrid learning
started, Post says about 85 percent of her
job seems to be related to COVID-19. But,
she’s grateful to see the students in person
when she can.
“It was wonderful seeing familiar faces
(or rather, half faces) back in the building.
The kids have grown so much over the last
year,” Post said. “I miss seeing the kids in
the health room and interacting with them.
I miss hearing their funny comments and
enjoying their little personalities. You
could see the true joy on kids’ faces on
those first days being back in the building.
It was heartwarming, for sure. Their little
worlds have been turned upside down, so
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getting to be back in the building, even for
a shortened period of time has been much
needed.”
Parent and Co-president of the PTA/PTO
Roundtable Laura Meyers said, “Our district is so lucky to have each and every
one of you in our schools. We know you
have a choice of where you may work, and
that school nurses answer a special calling.
Thank you for all that you do.”
Cedar River Elementary PTO Co-President Gemma Sanchez agreed, noting that
school nurses are essential to the success
and growth of Tahoma students.
“Our nurses are our children’s direct
healthcare at school. They provide essential screenings and referrals for health conditions in addition to treating injuries and
administering medications. They provide
ongoing and constant support to our children, but also teach them how to advocate
for themselves,” Sanchez said. “Since our
children’s health is our priority as parents,
I believe our nurses are (among) our most
essential staff members at our schools that
ensure the well-being of our students.”
Shadow Lake Principal Scott Mitchell said
he is grateful for school nurses. “The essential work of our school nurses to support our
students’ health needs shows the heart and
care of those working with our kids when
they need love the most. When our students
do not feel well or have an ongoing health
need that needs attention, our nurses take
care of our students. Our students are fortunate to have a caring adult by their sides
when they are most vulnerable.”

Tami Henkel, longest-serving current
member of the Tahoma School Board,
said she will not seek reelection this
year. Henkel has served on the board
since 2003, representing District 1. She
made her announcement at the March
23 School Board meeting.
“With great respect for my colleagues,
the district, and our community and to
be transparent with my intentions, it is
with a heavy heart that I share that I will
not be filing for reelection,” she said. “I
wanted to be sure that the Director District area 1 community had some time to
consider serving on the school board.”
School directors serve four-year terms
and must be registered voters who
reside in the director district they represent. A map of director districts is on the
school board web page that is part of the
Tahoma website. Elections will be held
for director districts 1 and 5 this year.
The election filing period is May 17-21.
Please contact King County Elections at
206-296-VOTE (8683) for filing details.

Speech & Debate to nationals
The THS Speech and Debate team
will send six students to national competition, after advancing at the Online
National Qualifying Tournament for
the Western Washington district. This
tournament determines which teams
in the South Puget Sound region will
qualify to compete at the National
Tournament (online) this June.
Qualifiers include:
• Mathieu Chabaud and Shelby Williams; Public Forum Debate
• Haley Huff and Serena Pasion; Duo
Interpretation
• Debra Erdenemandakh; Informative
Speaking
• Tanveer Grewal; Original Oratory
Three students also qualified as
alternates: Saanvi Mehrotra, Caroline
Quevedo and Esther Prabahkar.

Constitutional team advances
Tahoma’s We the People team won
the 2021 We the People Washington
State Competition and will advance to
national constitutional competition in
May.
“These incredible Tahoma seniors are
an inspiration, they represent all different places on the political spectrum and
engage in daily lively civil discourse. I
believe these young adults will uphold
our Constitutional principles and
protect our democracy,” said adviser
Gretchen Wulfing.

